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Welcome to the webinar training for using the Ag damage assessment resources.  This project is supported by USDA special needs funding.  What we hope to accomplish during this training is to introduce you to the resources for the Ag Damage Assessment project.  In addition to this webinar training, which is being recorded and will be archived, there is an Ag Damage Assessment Form, a Users Guide and Instructions, a PowerPoint presentation with instructor notes, and a promotional flyer. From the beginning of the project, the goal was to keep it simple and easy to use, and yet accurate.  All the resources of the project are available on line. The web address is located at the bottom of the promotional flyer and several other slides in this presentation.  The material will also be cataloged in the Extension Disaster Education Network.   We will be addressing questions that you may have.  We ask that you use the chat box to type your questions at any time during the presentation, and we will spend some time discussing them at the conclusion of the webinar.  I’d like to introduce the project authors and presenters for today’s training: Tom Ball is the director of the Center for Governmental Training and Technology, and part of the Mississippi State University Extension system.  We would like to thank Tom, and Bekah Sparks from Mississippi State for hosting and producing today’s webinar training. Tommy Bass is a Livestock Environmental Specialist with Montana State University State Extension Dr. Stephen Brown is a District Agriculture Agent with the Cooperative Extension Service, University of Alaska, Fairbanks Dr. Michael Bush is an Extension Entomologist, and County Director for Washington State University Scott Cotton is an Extension Educator and unit leader for the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, and Vice Chair of the Nebraska Grazing Lands Coalition.  Rebecca Csutoras is Program Chief for Pennsylvania State Farm Service Agency Mike Hunter is a Field Crops Educator, and Ag and Natural Resources program leader for Cornell Cooperative Extension in Jefferson County New York. Dr. Marilyn Simunich is veterinarian and director of the Animal Health Laboratory, Division of Animal Industries, for the Idaho State Department of Agriculture. I’m Dave Filson, State Program leader for Animal Sciences, Rural Health and Safety and Emergency Preparedness Coordinator for Penn State Extension. If you want to download a copy of the Ag Damage Assessment Form and follow it during this training, you can access a copy from the pod on your screen for this webinar.   Steve is going to begin the training by explaining how to use the resource.



How To Use The 
Resource 

 http://extension.psu.edu/agdamage   
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To determine the economic loss from a disastrous event, local emergency teams inspect and review the extent of damage to agricultural commodities, materials, structures, and machinery.  Information gathered by these assessment teams can be shared through the USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA), Cooperative Extension, the local Emergency Management Agency, or other interested entities.   This Ag Damage Assessment Form provides a structured format and instructions for assessors, working individually or in teams, to accurately collect the important information, assess the damage, and determine an accurate economic loss estimate.   Regardless of the intended use of disaster loss information, the completion of this “Assessment Form” can provide rapid and accurate information for those interested in agricultural damage assessment and economic loss.  Those doing the assessment should be knowledgeable about production agriculture and be able to obtain accurate local market reports to help determine the economic loss.   This Assessment Form is not intended to replace the Farm Service Agency forms or the FSA County Emergency Board process for determining and reporting loss. A recording of this training presentation  to help understand how to complete this Ag Damage Assessment Form will be archived at http://extension.psu.edu/agdamage 
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The team that developed this Ag Damage Assessment Form is composed of Extension Educators and Specialists from various land-grant Universities, a State Veterinarian, and a State Farm Service Agency representative.  The project received an independent review from various Extension and agricultural industry representatives.  The Damage Assessment Form and instructions were pilot tested with Extension educators and Emergency Management personnel from Mississippi.  This project was supported by USDA/NIFA.  We hope this resource is of value to those with responsibility of determining agriculture damage and loss following a disaster.  We welcome any comments on the material and invite you to complete the brief evaluation located at the end of this webinar PowerPoint presentation.
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This is the cover page that provides a brief description of the assessment tool, how to use it, and who may find value in using it.  This is not meant to replace the FSA process.  But there are areas identified in this form that are not covered by FSA, and others may value having an independent third-party assessment and value determination made for producers who have suffered loss, such as the local Emergency Management Agency, or insurance companies. This resource can help establish an accurate assessment, and a third-party value determination.The information gathered and described on the Form can be very helpful.
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Ag producers who have sustained damage from the disasters typically have resources made available through the local Farm Service Agency.  USDA teams led by the FSA will complete Flash Damage reports with a description of the damage.   A team working on a national project funded by USDA/ National Institute of Food and Agriculture has developed this Ag Damage Assessment Form with instructions that can be used to gather and document damage to agriculture buildings, structures, animals, crops, equipment and machinery, and stored materials.  We’re going to illustrate some of the information that can be gathered using this assessment form.  We pilot tested this form with producers and Extension educators in Mississippi, and they suggested the resource was of significant value even in draft form.   This Form does not replace the FSA forms and process for documenting damage.  It should be considered to be a compliment to the established FSA process to document damage.  This project form identifies some commodities that are not included or covered through FSA.  Emergency Management officials and producers may benefit from using this resource.   The first section is to identify the specific incident, such as a flood, the name and contact information for the owner, the location of where the damage occurred.  In some situations the damaged may occur at a location different than where the owner or producer lives.  That information can be included.   The last box in Section 1 would be utilized if animals (or products) had to be destroyed because of exposure to regulated diseases, toxins, or elements that would compromise animal health, production regulations and/or the safety of their products – usually food for human consumption. Before conducting damage assessment activities:  pre-establish a travel plan, organize appropriate safety equipment, coordinate team members, check all communication equipment, and share all plans with a coordinating entity, including your time table. When at all possible assessors should either be trained in this process or have some expertise in the field of agriculture and disaster response so this process can be as expedient as possible. It is crucial that assessors understand, recognize and take measures to avoid all risks when in the field. This would include the use of appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and following animal handling guidelines. If the assessor is not well versed in these risks they should have someone with expertise lead the party. All assessors should communicate regularly with Incident Commanders or authorities and the agriculture producers/landowners..



ANIMAL LOSSES 
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The second section provides a list of the majority of production animals by various class, age, or specific characteristic.  This is more detailed than the FSA forms because we have broken many of the classes into more accurate lists, such as dairy calves, springers, dry cows, different aged heifers and such.  If there is a unique production animal that is not included on the list, there is a place to list “other”. The Form asks for the number of dead animals, number of injured animals, number missing, number that may be showing disease symptoms, including a listing of specific disease symptoms, and a place to list the estimated dollar loss for each subset of animals.  The sources for determining the value can be the local FSA office, local market reports, recent sales or other documentable reports of recent sales of similar animals in the area.
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Horses are divided into 4 categories:  Production animals – which are those used for breeding and which includes young stock still at facilities where production occurs.Work horses – such as draft horses and other breeds that are utilized for farm or ranch work or as a buggy horse in some parts of the country.Performance horses – which are those that are utilized in a variety of equine sports for monetary gain such as racing, cutting, reining, dressage, eventing, jumping, or driving.And lastly - Pleasure horses – those that are utilized for general riding and sport without direct monetary gain as a result of the sport.If the use of the horse is not obvious or available at the time of the assessment, place them in the Pleasure category.Now, a comment about contract growers, which are producers who raise livestock for large companies...and these are usually  swine and poultry...the producer typically does not own the animals he is raising, and therefore cannot claim full value if those animals are lost.  The contract will dictate the value of contract-grown animals, and the loss is shared between the contractor and the producer.  



Destroyed Poultry Houses Causing a Breach of Biosecurity 
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These destroyed poultry houses and loose chickens as a result of tornado illustrates loss due to a ‘breach of biosecurity’.  The company must destroy these birds because they are now exposed to Avian Influenza and other avian diseases that are important to the industry.  When they are raised in an enclosed house, regulated or ‘reportable diseases’ can be kept out and monitored.  Exposure to outside elements is considered a breach of biosecurity.There is a box in Section 1 of the Assessment Form to denote a loss due to special conditions such as this.



Questions to ask when assessing injured, dead  
and lost livestock: 
   

• Has the livestock ownership been verified by brand, ear tag, 
tattoo or other documentation? 

• Is there a risk of the impact extending to surrounding areas? 
• Was the mechanism of impact the same for all losses? 
• Was the timing of the impact the same for all losses? 
• Is there a priority for relocation or disposal of the losses? 
• REMEMBER to follow safety guidelines for handling and 

assessing  livestock! 
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In conducting damage assessments with animals and livestock – a few specific factors must be addressed.Ownership – Each state has specific guidelines for proof of ownership with animals. Some are species specific. Many states have delegated authorities who verify animal ownership. In many western states livestock are “branded” with hot iron, freeze or paint brands. In these states either Brand Inspectors or other designated officials must document ownership of each set of animals. Whether ownership documentation is done by Bill of Sale, tattoos, ear tags, health papers or brands – assessors may have to have some type of ownership documentation before a “claim” can be verified for insurance, government ,and disaster assistance purposes.  *Ask what verification will be needed BEFORE you head to the field*.Extending Impact – In a few cases there is a potential that if specific impacts are not “contained” they may spread to the public, water sources, food sources ,or other adjacent un-impacted areas. If the route mechanism of impact or other specific factors such as transmissible disease vectors, contamination, or terrorism tools are identified – authorities must be notified to initiate containment efforts.Mechanism and Timing of Impact – Since many disasters include a variety of impacts or a series of impacts, it’s often necessary to estimate the approximate timeframe and mechanism of an impact.  For instance, during hurricanes the wave surge can cause losses, followed by days of rainfall and subsequent flooding which can also  cause losses.  It may be important to identify which impacts caused which loss for claim settlements.  A classic secondary set of losses often occurs when livestock in disaster impacted zones cannot be provided with suitable feed and water over the following 14 days after the incident.Lost Animal Priorities – Animals may seek  shelter from the elements of disasters by moving to natural locations that they think will provide protection.  Some of these locations may be insufficient to protect them, which leaves large groups of injured or dead animals at one location.  Examples of locations of this tragic accumulation of animals are along waterways, under bridges, on roof-tops and under balconies of homes, and even inside of buildings.  Dead animals may be washed up onto highways or airport runways.  In many cases, their aggregation causes public health or safety concerns. In 1997 over 3,000 of 35,700 head of cattle lost in a Colorado blizzard moved down into stream bottoms to avoid the wind. As the storm covered these cattle with snow they died. Their bodies lay within the municipal water source for four small towns. In cases where field assessors realize that injured or lost animals may be a threat to public health or safety – they must promptly notify the Incident Commander or the state and local public health or transportation authorities.
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Section 5 of this Ag Damage Assessment Form is designed to facilitate the documentation all crop losses associated with any disastrous event. Key components of this form are: Columns for multiple crops produced by a grower or agricultural enterprise, when necessary please duplicate this form to list all crops negatively impacted by this disaster,  Columns to identify the intended market/use of the crop, Rows to help quantify the magnitude of the crop loss relative to entire crop planted, Rows to help qualify the type of damage or of loss sustained by the crop, Rows to list remedial actions taken by the grower to salvage what he/she can, Rows to assist in assessing the monetary loss sustained by the producer, Space to list any explanatory notes to help adjust, refine, or accurately capture the full value of loss sustained by the grower or enterprise,   An opportunity to list your source of crop loss values should any discrepancies arise.		
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There is a section to list damage to farm structures and facilities such as buildings, sheds, bridges, silos, irrigation equipment, and so on.  It asks for the size and approximate age of the structure.  The different building materials are listed, such and wood, steel, concrete, and others, and the person doing the assessment can simply check the appropriate area.  It asks for the degree of damage and a list of 4 predefined categories are listed; affected, minor, major, and destroyed.  And finally, an estimation of the dollar loss caused by the disaster.  The loss needs to be designated as the value to fix or repair the structure, or the cost to replace it.  Again local values must be used, and documented.  The source for any of the dollar estimates needs to be documented with a source. For buildings, that may be a local building contractor, farm building service, or similar source. 



THIS TOOL IS DESIGNED TO BE FLEXIBLE 
• combination of check boxes, descriptive boxes and open comment 

boxes 
 

CONSIDER: 
• buildings, bins and storages of multiple materials 
• roads, ditches, canals, windbreaks 
• fences, utilities, irrigation systems, trellises 
• ponds, lagoons and earthen impoundments (structural integrity 

should be determined by an engineer, catastrophic failure may occur 
after initial damaging event) 
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This tool is designed to be flexible and can be used to describe a wide range of agricultural structures and infrastructure.  Through a combination of check boxes, descriptive boxes, and open comment boxes any sort of structure could be described and damage noted.  Consider:  built structures and buildings of a variety of materials, earthen structures, planted structures (such as windbreaks), prefab buildings, bins and conveyance systems, utility systems, and irrigation systems.
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Horse Complex 
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STORED MATERIALS  
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Floods and other disaster damages are not limited to live animals and growing crops.  Stored material can sustain damage even after harvest.  Stored grain or forage that is inundated with flood water can be significantly damaged.  Stored bedding material or other animal health supplies may be eligible for indemnity in some programs.This section provides an area to list the various stored material that may be damaged, such as stored grain and forage, feed ingredients like soybean meal or other feed commodities stored on site, feed additives, salt, minerals, vitamins, and even manufactured feed like 16% dairy feed stored on site can suffer damage and loss from a disaster. The section provides a place to list each material, the amount damage, a place to provide the percent dry matter for stored feeds like high moisture corn, haylage, or corn silage.  
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Depending on the disaster, machinery and equipment may receive damage.  We’ve provided a section to list vehicles, tractors, machinery, equipment, tools and supplies, and a section for miscellaneous.  The vehicle identification number, or other unique identifying mark, should be listed with each piece, and there is an area for the value of the loss.  Again, local sources or similar values should be used and be able to be documented.Animal handling or hauling equipment such as chutes, panels, trimming tables, trailers could be listed here if damaged or destroyed.
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Having an accurate and detailed damage assessment, including estimated economic losses, is vital to ensuring that appropriate disaster resources are made available to those impacted. Information contained in completed Ag Damage Assessment Forms can be utilized by many local, state, and federal agencies and personnel when determining what resources and responses are appropriate.

http://extension.psu.edu/agdamage
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